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Before You Begin 
 
Congratulations on your purchase! You have acquired an ultra heavy duty, top of the line 
manifestation workstation from UltraMind LLC. 
 
Start your path to exhilarating success by identify the parts of your UltraRAD Imagine. 
 

 
 
 
 
Parts 
 

1. The Input Jack.  Receives the Output Jack (2) leading from the Realty Engine 
Reactor (6) allows the Control Module (3) to power up the entire energy 
generating system.   

2. Output Jack. The output Jack allows electricity to flow from the Control Module 
(3) into the Reality Engine Reactor (6). When the Output Jack is disconnected, 
the Reactor goes into quasi active mode and uses ambient  EMF to radiate chi 
within a radius 1/4th the distance of when it is connected. 

3. The Control Module. You wield total control over the rarified energy by 
accessing the Trend Engineering Microcomputer. Rates are set by the software 
as you focus on your target. The WishXplode function allows a rapid outpouring 
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of chi after a set time period. The Control Module is augmented by a built in 
Tachyon Resonating Cell. 

4. The AC Adapter Jack. On the left side is the receptacle for the AC Adapter. 
Should you ever change your AC Adapater, ensure that it provides 4-7.5V at 
200mA. Always plug your AC Adapter into a surge protector. 

5. The Target Plate. Ascertain what or who your target is. Then put a 
representation of the target on this plate. It can be a drawing, sample or anything 
that symbolizes the target of your operation. After setting the symbol, use the 
Trend Engineering Computer to generate a numerical representation of the 
target. This allows for a more focused lock-on of the energy. 

6. Reality Engine Reactor (RER). Here’s the heart of the system. The RER is a 
massive Tachyon Resonating Cell powered by multiple sources: scalar 
stimulation, magnetic stimulation, EMF stimulation, audio stimulation and crystal 
energy. Tachyons (chi) is trapped and condensed within a field of 120ft around 
the device and powers up any operation you intend it for. The bioenergy it 
produces is commonly used for manifestation (magick), but deploying it for 
endurance, health and mood building brings massive gains! 

7. Operation Plates. Around the RER are six operation plates. Each tachyon plate 
represents something you wish to happen to the target (3). Simply place a 
symbol, drawing or sample of a desired operation on each plate. For example, 
you can transmit the frequencies of vitamins to yourself by simply mounting a 
multivitamin on any given plate. 

8. Audio Output. Healing tones (such as 7.83Hz) or music (Bach/Mozart) can help 
modulate the output energy to your precise specifications. Do you want to feel 
active? Pulse in 14Hz frequencies into the RER through a PC or mp3 player. Do 
you want to astral project? Channel some 6Hz tones into the RER… and expect 
a miracle! 
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The rear end of the Reality Engine Reactor 

 
 

The Trend Engineering Microcomputer 
(Found also in the RAD X, X2 and LongHorn Systems) 
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Press S1 to increment the display by one. Pressing S1 continuously also increments 
display. Press S1 (first) then simultaneously  press S3 to increment the 100s column of 
the display. DISP 3 and 4 defaults to 0. 

Press S2 to decrement display by 1. Pressing S2 continuously also decrements 
display. Press S2 (first) and then simultaneously press S3 to decrement the 100s 
column of the display. DISP3 and 4  defaults to ‘9’ 

Press S3 to clear the display to 0000 or cancel a count down operation. 

Press S4 to generate a unique rate number corresponding to your wish / intention/ 
desire. The resulting number is a sigil that represents the target/operation or entire 
gamut of your current operation. Remember that number. You can reuse it when you 
launch the same operation later on. For instance, if your desire is to earn 1M in one 
year and the rate number comes out 7777, then this special number represents the 
totally of your wish. Whenever you think ‘7777’, your mind brings to bear all 
experiences related to getting rich by 1M in a year. 

Press S5 to automatically decrement the displayed rate until it reaches zero. S5 
controls the Trend Explode Function by counting down the rates to zero. When the 
screen hits 0000, your intent laden operation is forcefully blasted into the universe. 
Turn off the box after this.   

Press S6 to recall  the previous display setting 

 

A Quick Start Operation 
Intent: To Gain Utmost Endurance in the Gym 

 

Step 1. Plug the AC-DC into the Control Module. The LEDs turn on. 

Step 2. Place your picture or a lock of your hair upon the Target Plate (5) 

Step 3. Focus on yourself. Make a vivid image of yourself gaining dominance in the 
gym. Press the S4 switch of the Trend Engineering Computer. 

Step 4. Connect the Reality Engine Reactor (6) to the Control Module (1) 

Step 6. Place a vitamin on each plate of the RER (6). Each vitamin should coincide with 
endurance building, so tablets such as L-Carnitine, Glucosamine, Whey and Creatine 
will do well. 

Step 7.  Pump in rock or work-out music into the RER through the Audio Cord (8) 

Step 8. Visualize one last time in graphic 3D an image of yourself dominating the gym. 
See it, hear it, feel it, smell it. 

 

Walk away and don’t think of the operation for a few days. 
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Results tend to manifest instantaneously and effects are cumulative overtime. Chart your 
progress!! 

 

 

 


